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6. Can single tumour cells be tracked in vivo?
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FUGE II 

platform network

(2007-2011) 

Is one of 7 large-scale research 

programmes established by the 

Research Council of Norway to 
develop and strengthen research 

in functional genomics.

Runs 2002-2011.

Has established 10 national

technology platforms to 

accommodate the requirements 

for advanced technology and 

highly competent personnel.
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Create a national imaging network to improve communication among scientists 
and to disseminate new technologies more efficiently.

Serve regionally based scientists` groups with requested technologies and 
methods.

Give national and international courses annually.

Develop and disseminate state-of-the art technologies.

Perform research projects (own projects or collaborations).

A FUGE National Imaging Technology Platform

Main aims:

What is MIC and what do we do?
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Nanometer Sub mmMicrometer

� Scanning EM

� Transmission EM

� (Sample prep. lab)

� Optical imaging

� MRI

� (PET?)

� Fluorescence microscope

� Confocal microscopes (3)

� Live cell confocal imager

� Multi Photon microscope

� High throughput

� Flow cytometry

Fluorescence / confocal Electron microscopy Small animal imaging



www.uib.no/rg/mic



Contact us: Phone 5558 6007/6698  - email: mic@uib.no



NorMIC – Cell/Tissue Network

Location: Facility manager:

Bergen Frits Thorsen 

Oslo Oddmund Bakke 

Stavanger Simon G. Møller

Trondheim Catharina Davis

(current NorMIC Leader)

Tromsø Eva Sjøttem

NorMIC – Whole Animal Imaging

Network

Location: Facility manager:

Trondheim Marte Thuen

(Olav Haraldseth – Leader of 

Whole Animal Im. Network)

Oslo, Ullevål sykehus   Ole M. Sejersted

Observers: 

MIC-Bergen

Riks/Radium Hospital 

Steering committee:

One representative from each institution.

Leader group:

Each node chooses 1 representative.



The Infrastructure

� Interlinked & distributed research 

infrastructure facilities

� Focused on complementary imaging 

technologies 

� Newly constructed or major 

upgrades

� Distributed across Member States

� Devote significant part of capacity 

to external users 



Timeline & Funding

Framework Construction or

major upgrades of 

existing facilities

Access and training

Technology evaluation to 

improve service

~ 5 Mio €

funded by EC

~ 600 Mio €

funded by Member States

Preparatory Phase Construction Phase

2013 - 2017

Operation Phase
………

2010 - 2013

~ 250 Mio €

funded by Member States 



Countries

Austria

Belgium 

Croatia

Czech Republic

Denmark

Estland

Finland

France 

Germany

Greece 

Hungary

Ireland

23 countries, 39 Partners, > 80 Associated Partners, >125 Letters of Intent

Israel

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Portugal

Slovenia

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

United Kingdom

Norway
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Biopsy

Cell line

Transformation

These are the cells of
interest

These are the cells that people
use for controlled experiments

and to try out hypotheses.



Tumour progression http://www.cancervic.org.au/cancer1/patients/brain/whatscancer.htm

Cancer and the metastatic process
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Collection of metastases



Tumour take



Tumour marker expression



Experimental

tumors

have

similar

radiological

appearance

as in the

patients



Intratumoral diffusion is increased

EPI:

TR3000ms, TE33.3ms, FA90, TA5m36s0ms, Slice 1/1, NEX4, 1 diffusion direction, 

6 diff. exp. pr direction, 1 A0. B values 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 s/mm2.



Histology of patient and animal tumour is similar

Morphology like adenocarcinomas of colorectal type. The tumor cells are 

polymorphic, eosinophilic, showing tubular growth pattern, vacuolated, 

tumor tissue sharply demarcated to the brain tissue, mitotic figures and 
necrotic areas are also present.

Primary Colon Tumor Patient Brain Metastasis Rat Brain Metastasis

B0117862B B0620837C Met2p1B

10X

20X

10X

40X

10X

20X



DNA Copy Analysis

http://www.uib.no/med/angiotargeting/

Only difference:

Gain in 2q23.3q33.1
seen in animal met,

which was not 
present in the

patient tumour.
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The skin

In epidermis:

Basal cells

Squamous cells
Melanocytes



Incidence of melanoma in Norway

Source: http://www.kreftregisteret.no/no/Registrene/Kreftstatistikk/

5 year survival if distant metastasis: 21.9% (females), 6.5% (males).

In 2007, 177 men and 98 women melanoma deaths were registered. 



Generation of a cell line from melanoma metastasis

Tumour pieces from patient H1 were put in culture.
A cell line developed after 4 weeks.

H1 cell line



H1DsRed cell line is established from H1 cells

H1 (neg. Control)                     H1_DsRed unsorted                H1_DsRed sorted



Cellular MR Imaging

For cellular MR imaging, cells need to be labeled with MR contrast agents
in order to make them stand out from surrounding tissue. The phagocytic 

activity of certain cell types allows the incorporation of MR contrast agents 
to visualize their traficking in vivo.

Modo M et al, Mol Imaging 2005



FDG PET of NOD SCID mice using a clinical PET 
scanner


